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Introduction

Every country has its own public administration system, including different kinds of jurisdictions.
The Habsburg Monarchy (or Austria-Hungary after 1867) was no different either. The whole Monarchy
was divided into two main parts, first, the inherited lands (Erbländer in German or örökös tartományok
in Hungarian), which included the Austrian states of Carinthia, Lower Austria, Upper Austria, Styria,
Tyrol and Voralberg, as well as the territories, which later came into their possession, including the
Czech lands of Bohemia and Moravia, and also Dalmatia, Galicia, Istria, and Silesia. The second part of
the Monarchy comprised of Hungary and Transylvania, which accounted for about fifty percent of the
whole Empire’s territory.

Detailing each province’s jurisdictions one by one would fall out of the scope of this work and our
theme too, and even complicate things too much, and thus we decided to focus on the Kingdom of
Hungary and the Principality of Transylvania only. (Transylvania was originally a part of Hungary until
1526, when it broke off during the war against the Ottoman Empire. After 341 years of independence,
the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867 reunited it with the Kingdom of Hungary.)



Counties, districts and seats

The main jurisdiction in the Kingdom of Hungary was a vármegye, also simply called a megye1.
Referred to as a comitatus in Latin and a county in English, a vármegye shared similarities with its
Western counterpart, however, it wasn’t owned by a count. Smaller territories (such as villages) were
owned by local lords, making a vármegye a bigger administrative district. Thus, the English translation
shouldn’t be treated as it would refer to a historical county, but rather as it refers to a type of
jurisdiction in modern times.

The vármegyerendszer, or “county system” was set up by the first king of Hungary, Stephen I, after
the kingdom was formed. This initial system divided Hungary into about 48 royal counties (királyi
vármegye), each of which was made up of noble lands, lands belonging to the royal court, and lands
belonging to the church or the ispán. The ispán (Latin comes) was a high-ranking official, who was
selected as the administrative head of a county. Each ispán had an assistant selected by them, an
alispán, or vicecomes in Latin, who acted in smaller matters.

King Andrew II recognized the privileges of his nobles in the Golden Bull of 1222. During the
following century, the royal counties were transformed into noble counties (nemesi vármegye), which
remained in use until the late 19th century. Apart from the decrease of royal lands, the biggest
difference between the old royal and the new noble counties was that the alispán was now selected
by the local nobles. The new office of szolgabíró also arose during these times. Although its name
translates to “servant judge,” a szolgabíró was the judge of the local nobles.

With the developments in public administration during the centuries, these offices remained intact
for the most part, however, their jurisdictions got defined much more precisely. The ispán became the
főispán, or the “main ispán,” while the alispán retained its name. Counties assigned one szolgabíró to
each of their districts, and a main szolgabíró (főszolgabíró) for the whole county. After the Ottoman
Empire occupied the central parts of the Kingdom of Hungary, a new type of jurisdiction started to
emerge, called the parasztvármegye, or the “peasant county.” As much as it aided the occupied
territories in keeping some form of local government, with the reuniting of Hungary in the late 1600’s,
these faded away, giving way to the original noble counties. The noble counties lasted until the Austo-
Hungarian Compromise of 1867, when the polgári vármegye, or “civil county” replaced them.

Of course, being the biggest jurisdictions territory-wise, counties had to be divided into smaller
regions, or districts. These were called járások (járás in singular), each having its own szolgabíró. The
word járás translates to something like walking or going in English, but district is the officially
recognized translation.

The Kingdom of Hungary not only had counties, but also privileged territories. These were called
szabad kerületek (szabad kerület in singular), or free districts. (Not to be confused with the other
districts, the járások, which belonged to the counties.) These districts were independent from counties
and bestowed different kinds of privileges upon their residents. The Kingdom of Hungary recognized
seven main free districts as follows:

1 Plural forms: vármegyék, megyék



Jászkun kerület (The Jassic-Cuman district)

Two nomadic nations were allowed to settle in the central part of the kingdom during the 13th

century. The Cumans organized two free districts: Lesser Cumania (Kiskunság) and Greater
Cumania (Nagykunság). These two were often referred to as the Kunság (Cumania). The other
nation, the Jassic people (Jászok), who were descendants of the Alans, organized the Jassic
district (Jászság). As they lay right next to each other and also had similar privileges (no
landowners, common nobility, etc.), these three districts were often regarded as one, the
Jászkunság, the Jászkun kerület, or the Jászkun hármaskerület. The three districts ceased to exist
after the 1876 county reform, as a new Jász-Nagykun-Szolnok county was formed.

Hajdú kerület (The Hajdú district) or the Hajdúság

The Prince of Transylvania, Stephen Bocskai settled 9254 of his soldiers in eight cities in 1605,
and granted them common nobility. The Hajdú district was founded in 1609 to recognize their
privileges. Just like the Jászkun districts, the Hajdú district broke up after the 1876 county
reform, when it got attached to Bihar county, forming the new Hajdú-Bihar county.

Magyar tengermellék (The Hungarian coastal region)

The Hungarian coastal region included the cities of Fiume and Bakar with their neighboring
territories. These two cities were designated as parts of the Kingdom of Croatia by Queen Maria
Theresia in 1776, and as Croatia was a part of Hungary, they belonged to the Hungarian crown
(thus the name). Independent from other counties, this district had its own jurisdiction until
1809, when Napoleon’s French troops occupied it. After Austrians’ reoccupation, it was only
reattached to Hungary in 1822, restoring its independence with it. This second phase lasted until
1849, when the Croatian count Josip Jelačić occupied and attached it to Croatia during the
Hungarian War of Independence. The coastal region became a part of Hungary for the third time
in 1868, following the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867. Its independence lasted 50 years,
after the end of World War I in 1918.

A szepesi 16 város (The 16 cities of Szepes county)

During the war against Venice in 1412, King Sigismund pledged the 13 cities and 3 castles of
Szepes county to the king of Poland, Władysław II Jagiełło. Sigismund couldn’t reclaim them
during his lifetime, and the following kings all seemed to have forgotten about them. The 16
cities finally rejoined Hungary in 1773, after the first partition of Poland.

Túrmezei kerület (The Túrmező district)

Prince (later King) Béla IV gave privileges to the castle warriors (várjobbágyok) of Túrmező,
Zágráb county (today Turopolje, Croatia) in 1225, which privileges were confirmed in 1278 and
1279. Túrmező became an independent jurisdiction in the kingdom, which existed until 1848.



Nagykikindai kerület (The Nagykikinda district)

Situated in modern day Serbia, the Nagykikinda district was a territory resettled by the court
with Serbians during the mid-1700’s after its original inhabitants ran away due to the Ottoman
occupation. The territory was organized into an independent district by Queen Maria Theresa in
1774, and existed until the 1876 county reform.

Lándzsás kerület (The Lándzsás district) or the Lándzsásvidék, Tízlándzsás szék

Allegedly descendants of the Kabars, who joined the Hungarians, and initially called gömörőrök
(earth fort guards), the lándzsásnemesek (loosely translated as “spear-bearing nobles”) moved
from their first settling territories along the Hernád river to Szepes county, where they were
granted privileges during the 13th century. In their 1243 letter of grant, they are mentioned as
the “nobles under the ten spears.”

Other free districts and special jurisdictions

Tiszai korona-kerület (The Tisza royal district)
Katonai határőrvidék (Military Frontier)
Csajkások kerülete (Chaika district), or Sajkásvidék – part of the Military Frontier



Cities, towns, and villages

Hungarian cities and towns before 1876 were a lot different than after the county reform. Starting
during the early centuries of the Kingdom of Hungary, settlements were first grouped into two
categories: cities and villages. After the 14th-15th centuries, these two categories diversified and a
whole different system ensued.

Cities broke off into two main categories: royal free cities (szabad királyi városok) and market
towns (mezővárosok), although the English translation of the latter doesn’t do it justice, as in mirror
translation, it translates to “field town.” Royal free cities had no landowners, but instead belonged
to the king himself. Its residents were granted citizenship and only had to pay their taxes together at
the end of the year. The residents also had the right to build a castle wall around their city, to hold
markets (országos vásár – “national market”), and they were also entitled to stop merchants
travelling through their city and force them to sell some of their goods. This was called árumegállító
jog, or staple right.

On the other hand, market towns were owned by different lords of the realm. They still had the
right to hold markets (which differentiated them from villages), but they weren’t allowed to build
castle walls, couldn’t stop merchants, and had to pay their taxes to their lords according to their
orders.

The biggest difference between these two types of cities, however, lay in their jurisdiction. While
market towns belonged to the jurisdiction of their respective county, royal free cities had more sub-
categories. There were eight tárnoki város (cities belonging to the Treasury). These were the most
important cities of Hungary, and belonged under the judicature of the Master of the Treasury
(tárnok). Another type of royal free cities was that of the mining cities (bányaváros), which had
special rights because of the nearby mines. These mining cities were also well categorized. Apart
from the above mentioned royal free mining cities, there were “royal mining cities” (királyi
bányaváros, or szabadalmazott bányatelepülés) and also mining cities owned by local lords (földesúri
bányaváros). The bánya part in their Hungarian name (meaning “mine”) always refers to their status.

There were also Saxon cities (szász város) in Transylvania. These belonged under the Count of the
Saxons (Latin Comes Saxonum), as Transylvanian Saxons had universal privileges. Finally, those royal
free cities, which belonged to none of these categories, were called személynöki város, and were
under the judicature of the Royal Chief Justice (királyi személynök).

With the 1876 county reform, these categories were abolished, and two kinds of cities arose. First,
the törvényhatósági jogú város, or municipality, which had its own jurisdiction, and secondly, the
rendezett tanácsú város, or “city with an organized council,” which fell under its county’s jurisdiction.
Smaller towns and villages were called község and fell under their respective district’s (járás)
jurisdiction.



A nyolc tárnoki város / The eight cities belonging to the Treasury

Historic cities Today Historic cities Today

Buda part of Budapest Nagyszombat Trnava, SK
Bártfa Bardejov, SK Pest part of Budapest

Eperjes Prešov, SK Pozsony Bratislava, SK
Kassa Košice, SK Sopron Sopron

Szabad királyi bányavárosok / Royal free mining cities

Historic cities Today Historic cities Today

Bakabánya Pukanec, SK Körmöcbánya Kremnica, SK
Besztercebánya Banská Bystrica, SK Libetbánya Ľubietová, SK

Bélabánya Banská Belá, SK Nagybánya Baia Mare, RO
Breznóbánya Brezno, SK Selmecbánya Banská Štiavnica, SK

Korpona Krupina, SK Újbánya Nová Baňa, SK



Town names

Introduction:
¨ Most Hungarian town names are compound words.
¨ Understanding the logic behind these names is crucial in becoming an experienced researcher.

The Kingdom of Hungary throughout its history had always been a multi-ethnic kingdom. With massive
ethnic blocks on its perimeters after the 1500’s, the fact that many have multiple names should come as
no surprise to researchers. Take Pozsony for example. After the end of World War I, this city became a
part of Czechoslovakia and is currently the capital city of Slovakia. To Slovaks, it has always been known
as Bratislava. To Germans, it was always Preßburg. These three names all came from different origins, but
other town names share more similarities. A great example for it is the town of Nagyida, also known as
Veľká Ida to Slovaks. The town’s original name was Ida, but it later received the word Nagy (in Hungarian)
or Veľká (in Slovak), meaning big/great. The current name (in both languages) thus translates to “Great
Ida” in English. There are many place names with unidentified origins, but those with identified
etymologies can be categorized as follows:

PLACES NAMED AFTER NATURAL LANDMARKS

Naming a place after a natural landmark found in the area was a common practice all over the world.
Mountains, valleys, plains, rivers – these proved to be perfect for the cause. The local fauna and flora also
helped finding a name, and this is how names such as Rózsahegy (“Rose Mountain”), Rózsavölgy (“Rose
Valley”), Óvíz (“Old Water”), Sárospatak (“Muddy Creek”), or Pannonhalma (“Pannon’s Mound”) were
formed.

PLACES NAMED AFTER PEOPLE

Perhaps the most common category for place names in Hungary. This category can be further divided
into three more groups:

1) Places named after saints. Religion was a huge part of medieval Hungarians’ lives and it is reflected
today in many place names. These towns are named after different Christian saints, such as Saint Andrew
(Szentandrás) or Saint Stephen (Szentistván).

2) Places named after a lord/landowner. Naming a town after its owner was also very common. Some
towns kept these names on their own (e.g. Márkuska – “Little Marcus”), while others added words to
them, creating compound words, such as Jánoshida (“John’s Bridge”), Márkusfalva (“Marcus’ Village”), or
Jakabfalu (“Jacob Village”).

3) Places named after tribes or noble clans. These towns are often regarded as the oldest places first
settled by Hungarians. They are either named after one of the seven tribes (Nyék, Megyer, Kürtgyarmat,
Tarján, Jenő, Kér, Keszi), such as Abaújkér, Káposztásmegyer, and Dunakeszi; after one of the many clans
of the early Kingdom of Hungary, such as the whole former Abaúj county, named after the Aba clan; or
after another ethnic group, which lived in Hungary, such as Besenyőfalu (“Pecheneg Village”).



PLACES NAMED AFTER BUILDINGS OR FUNCTION

Beside natural landmarks, manmade monuments and buildings also provided inspiration for the early
residents. The town of Boldogkőváralja (formerly Bodókőváralja) is located at the bottom of a mountain,
which has a stone castle on its peak. The town’s name translates to “Boldog Stone Castle Bottom,” in
which Boldog might refer to an old given name.

Castles and forts inspired many place names. The famous crowning city of the old Kingdom of Hungary
was called Fehérvár (today Székesfehérvár), translating to “White Castle” or “White Castle Seat.” The
name of Tiszaföldvár (in which Tisza is the name of the river next to it) translates to “Tisza Earth Forth.”

Many towns are also named after monasteries (monostor). One example for this is Pusztamonostor,
which was previously known simply as Monostor. Today it has the word puszta (plains) preceding it,
referring to the fact that after the monastery was built, the village was abandoned, and thus becoming a
puszta (uninhabited land). During its times of abandoning, the place was referred to as Monostor puszta
(or a plain called Monostor), but after resettling it, the name stuck with it, and puszta became the first
word in the name.

MIXED PLACE NAMES

Most Hungarian place names include examples from more of the above categories. Town names often
start with the county’s (or the former county’s), or the river’s name that they were build next to, and the
reason for that is the similar town naming conventions. According to the 1877 gazetteer, sixteen different
towns existed with the name Szentandrás (“Saint Andrew”) in Hungary. Locals simply referred to them as
Szentandrás, but others used their longer names to distinct them from the other ones. This town in the
former Abaúj county is called Hernádszentandrás, as it is next to the Hernád river, while another one in
the former Sopron county is today known as Rábaszentandrás, built next to the Rába river.

When a person living in Békés county talked about Mezőberény (“Field Berény”), he could simply call
it Berény. Similarly, a person living in the Jász district could call Jászberény Berény without any confusion.
Many towns also merged during the centuries, altering their names with it. A village in Vas county today
called Csempeszkopács is the merging of two former villages: Csempeszháza and Kopács. Their names got
merged too, but it wasn’t always the case. Belsőbőcs (“Inner Bőcs”) and Külsőbőcs (“Outer Bőcs”),
originally different villages, merged in 1950, and became Bőcs.

With the advancements in public administration, longer names became the official names and are
written as compound words today. Before the 20th century, they were often written with hyphens or each
word separately (e.g. Hernád-Szent-András, Hernád Szent András, Szent-András, Szent András). Keeping
this in mind is very important for a successful research. The following list contains common words
appearing in town names. Falu & falva, ház & háza, and telek & telke were often used interchangeably.

Nagy- = Great
Kis- = Small
Alsó- = Lower
Felső- = Upper
Szent- = Saint



Belső- = Inner
Külső- = Outer
-falu = village
-falva = (someone’s) village
-ház = house
-háza = (someone’s) house
-telek = plot, land
-telke = (someone’s) plot, land


